THE EFFECT OF ICS ON GRB AFTERGLOW
The observed properties of GRB afterglows are in approximate accord with the fireball model Waxman 1997; Wijers, Rees & Meszaros 1997; Wei & Lu 1998a) . In this simplest models, the surrounding medium density is assumed to be constant. However, there has been increasing evidence that at least some GRBs have massive star progenitors, as suggested by the link between some GRBs and supernovae, which means that the GRB blast wave should be expanding into the stellar wind of the progenitor star, the densiy p oc r~2 (Dai & Lu 1998; Chevalier & Li 1999a . Although, in principle, the standard fireball model can approximately explain the afterglow light curves well, there are still some problems that cannot be explained by this simplest model. For example, it is well known that in some GRB afterglows, the light curves cannot be described by a simple power-law, but show sharp breaks (e.g. Castro-Tirado et al. 1999; Kulkarni et al. 1999 ; Stanek et al. 1999 ). These observed breaks have generally been interpreted as evidence for collimation of the GRB ejecta (Rhoads 1999 ), but a difficulty with this model is that the predicted break is quite smooth , while the observed breaks are rather sharp ( ). The transition of blast wave from relativistic to non-relativistic regime has been proposed as another mechanism for light curve breaks (Dai & Lu 1999) .
In the fireball model, the effect of inverse Compton scattering is always neglected. Here we discuss the effect of ICS in a general case, the surrounding medium density can be either uniform or non-uniform (p oc r~2), and the blast wave can be in the relativistic or non-relativistic stage.
Relativistic Case
The process of inverse Compton scattering has been discussed by several authors (e.g. Waxman 1997a; Panaitescu & Kumar 2000; Sari & Esin 2000), and here we will consider the influence of ICS on GRB afterglow in details. There is a simple way to estimate the intensity of ICS, i.e. by calculating the ratio of the synchrotron radiation energy density (u' syn ) to the magnetic energy density
It is easy to show that 7-1 where 7
2 is the average value of electron Lorentz factor square, % is the minimum electron Lorentz factor, % = £ e (F -l)^2^!, £e is the energy fraction occupied by electrons, and p_is the index of electron distribution, for p -3, we have % 9
00£ e (r -1), and 7 2 ~ 107 2 . This formula is valid for both the relativistic and non-relativistic cases, now we first consider the relativistic case.
We have shown earlier that in the relativistic case and for uniform density (n 1 cm~3), the effect of ICS is usually important, the value R = 48(|^)n}' 2 #52 2 td a L y (Wei & Lu 1998b ). Now we extend to the case for non-uniform density, p oc r~2. Chevalier & Li (1999a,b) have discussed the blast wave dynamical evolution in the wind environment, and they gave 7 -4. y cm, where A = M w /4nV w = 5 x 10 11^g cm~1, M w is the mass loss rate, and V w is the wind velocity, the reference value of A corresponds to M w = 1 x 10~5M 0 yr" 1 and V w = 1000 kms" 1 . Thus we obtain We see that the emission power of ICS is not smaller than that of synchrotron radiation, thus, the effect of ICS should not be neglected. Now let us consider the effect of ICS on GRB afterglow. The GRB emission spectrum should consist of two components, below the critical frequency z/ c the spectrum is dominated by synchrotron radiation, and above z/ c the spectrum is dominated by ICS. We assume that in the comoving frame the synchrotron radiation intensity has the form l v oc v~a for v < z/ m and l v oc v~$ for v > v m . Since in our situation the soft photons produced through synchrotron radiation are scattered by the same electrons, the Compton-scattered spectrum should have nearly the same form as that of synchrotron radiation. Therefore the total emission intensity is l v oc v~a for v < v m or z/ c < v < z/ n , and I v oc v~$ for z/ m < v < v c or v > z/ n , where z/ n = 7e^m is the peak frequency of the ICS spectrum, and ^n^n = Rvmlv mThen, from the relation
where a\ = 540 P-<* (900 x 4.2) 0-« . So this critical frequency is dependent on the fireball parameters, i.e. the fireball energy, surrounding gas density, energy fractions in electrons and magnetic field, and the spectrum index of synchrotron radiation. The afterglow light curves will also be greatly modified by ICS. It has been shown that the electron Lorentz factor % oc t" 1 / 4 , the typical synchrotron radiation frequency v m oc t~3/ 2 , and the comoving specific intensity of synchrotron radiation at peak frequency is I l/m oc t~5/ 4 . From the relation /i/ n //i/ m ~ ^7<T 2 ? ^ i s eas Y to show that the intensity of ICS at peak frequency is I Vn oc £~7/ 4 , and z/ n oc t~2, then the observed peak flux F l/m oc t" 1 / 2 , and F» n oc t~l. Therefore, we conclude that if our observation is fixed at frequency z/, then the observed flux has four components: 
Non-relativistic Case
For non-relativistic blast wave, 7 = 5/3, and F ~ 1, then R = 2 x 10~3(|^)/3 5 nt day . We now consider two cases (the density p oc r~s) for both uniform density (s -0) and for wind density (s -2).
(1) s-0 In this case, the evolution of blast wave velocity is /3 = (t/ , and R(t) = ^(t N R)(t/t NR )~2. So we see that in general case the ICS is unimportant unless the surrounding density is very high.
If the ICS is important, then, as in the previous section, we can write the typical quantities as follows: z/ m (t NR ) = 2.8 x 10~5(|^-)(|^) 1 Wei & Lu (1999b) have given the blast wave evolution /3 -(£/^NR)^, where t NR ~ lOOOE^A"
1 .
Then we can obtain R(t NR ) = 0.09(I^A
2^1
, and fl(J) = jR(* N R)(*ANR)~2-It is also obvious that the ICS is usually unimportant unless the mass loss rate is very high.
We can write the typical quantities as before: ^(^NR) = 6 x 10- 
THE EFFECT OF JET ON GRB AFTERGLOW
The discovery of GRB afterglow shows that GRBs are at cosmological distances. If so, the total energy for typical GRB event is about 10 52 ergs, especially for GRB990123, the total energy of this source is > 1.6 x 10 54 ergs if the emission is isotropic (Andersen et al. 1999 ; Kulkarni et al. 1999 ). This energy is so large that it gives a great challenge to the popular models. For models involving stellar mass central engines it is necessary to assume that the ejecta are beamed in order to explain such a huge energy. Here we will first give an analytical treatment of the dynamical evolution of the jet blast wave and its emission features, and will demonstrate that the sharp break will not actually exist, we may observe the steepening of the light curve only when the jet angle is extremely small, i.e. <9 0 < 0.1.
Dynamical Evolution of the Jet
Now we consider an adiabatic relativistic jet expanding in surrounding medium. For energy conservation, the evolution equation is T 2 V = const, where T is the bulk Lorentz factor, and V is the jet volume, V -27rr 3 (l -cos9j)/3 oc r 3 0? for 9j <C 1, and Oj = OQ + 0' = OQ + c s t co /ct, where OQ is the initial jet opening half-angle, 9' describes the lateral expansion, c s is the expanding velocity of ejecta material in its comoving frame, and t (t co ) is the time measured in the burster frame (comoving frame). Then we can obtain T oc T~3/ 8 [l + (J) 3/8 ]" 1/4 for T < T 6 , and
It is obviously that F oc T~3/ 8 for T < T 6 , and F ex T" 1 / 2 for T >> T&. The rapid decrease with time of Lorentz factor F is due to the fact that larger amounts of surrounding matter has been swept up by ejecta (Rhoads 1997 (Rhoads , 1999 . And also we can obtain the value of T b We see that the break time Tb is very large for typical parameters, which means that the transition from F oc T~3/ 8 to F ex: T" 1 / 2 is usually very slowly and smoothly.
The Emission from Jet
Now we calculate the emission flux from the jet. Here we adopt the formulation and notations of Mao & YI (1994) . The observed flux is
is the specific intensity of synchrotron radiation at z/, and d is the distance of the burst source. Here the quantities with prime are measured in the comoving frame. For simplicity we have ignored the relative time delay of radiation from different parts of the cone.
For the expanding jet, we have r = DYj3cT oc DYT (/? ~ 1), r' = Dj3cT oc DT, the magnetic field strength B' oc F, the peak frequency of synchrotron radiation 
where
In general, the value of g can only be calculated numerically. However here we consider the case 0j <C 1 and 0 <C 1, then cosQ ~ cos9cos9'. In this case we can calculate the value of g analytically under certain conditions. Here we define the Lorentz factor, Fj = T(rj) = 0" at fixed frequency is F oc T~3 a / 2 for T < 7}, F oc T-f Q -f for TJ < T < T 6 , and F oc T~2 a~l for T b < T.
From above it seems that there should be two temporal index breaks in light curves. However, if we compare the values of 7} and T & , we will find that 7} <C T 6 , i.e. the time interval between Tj and T& is very large, the beaming break is much earlier than the break due to sideways expansion. We know that in order to see the steepening of the light curve, Tj or TJ, must be small, so in fact we can only see one temporal break. In addition, in the Rhoads' treatment, the effect of the sideways expansion on the F evolution was ignored when T < T&, however in fact, there is still some sideways expansion during this phase, so the evolution of F must be affected by sideways expansion when F ~ 0Q l . Therefore, we expect that the evolution of F is continuous, and the transition from F oc T~3/ 8 to F oc T" 1 / 2 is much smoother than previously claimed.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The detection of GRB afterglows has greatly furthered our understanding these objects. In particular, the shape of the afterglow light curves provides important information for exploring their emission mechanism. Here we have calculated the effects of ICS on the GRB afterglows. We have shown that, when the blast wave is relativistic, the ICS emission is usually important for both uniform medium and wind environment, while when the blast wave is non-relativistic, the effect of ICS is usually unimportant unless the surrounding medium density is very high, such as n ~ 10 6 cm~3 as proposed by Dai & Lu (1999) . When the ICS contribution is important, then it may have great influence on the shape of afterglow light curves, i.e. it can flatten or steepen the light curves.
In addition, the GRB afterglows provide very good opportunity to study whether and how much the GRB ejecta are beamed. Rhoads predicted that the afterglow light curves should have a sharp break around T b . However, Moderski et al. (1999) have performed numerical calculation and shown that the break of the light curve is weaker and smoother than the prediction. Here we reanalyse the dynamical evolution of the jet blast wave, calculate the emission from the jet. Our calculations show that the main reason why the results of Moderski et al. being different from that of Rhoads is that the value of T b is very large when taking the parameters adopted by Modersli et al.. Our formular indicates that the evolution of Lorentz factor F with time T is continuous, changing the slope from -3/8 to -1/2 smoothly. In particular, if the value of T b is large, then the transition is much smoothly, in this case one expects that the sharp break will not exist.
